TRAINING

Emergency crane operator
Who should attend?
Candidates should attend who are nominated
by the sponsoring company to act as an
emergency crane operator. This might be
required in locations where there are minimum
manning levels and personnel may be required
to make the crane safe in an emergency.
What is the duration of this course?
Two days of onshore training. This includes
tuition, continuous evaluation of practical
skills and a theoretical examination.
What are the aims of the course?
The course is designed to familiarise and equip
non-crane operator candidates with the ability
to operate a diesel / electro hydraulic crane
for the purposes of making a load safe and
returning the crane safely to its rest or safe
parking position.
This programme will not provide competence
to carry out routine installation or supply vessel
crane/cargo handling operations.

What will be covered?
• Lifting operations legislation / best practice /
safe systems of work
• Basic crane principles and identification
of components / safe use of cranes in the
offshore environment
• Crane pre-operational checks and
inspections
• Emergency procedures / emergency load
lowering / crane operation limitations
• Basic crane control / co-ordination
• Ability to boom, hoist and slew crane
• Ability to make load safe under direction of
banksman using various loads
• Ability to place crane boom in rest
• Practical training on crane simulator
• Incorporating varying environmental
conditions / long line control skills required
from vessels
• Depth perception / hand and eye coordination / ability to land loads in a
restricted space under direction of a
banksman.

Continued overleaf…

DELIVERY ASSURED

What certificate do attendees receive on
completion of this course?
Sparrows emergency crane operator
awareness training certification will be
awarded to the candidate on achievement of
all practical and theoretical elements, this is
valid for two years.
Offshore continuous development
The emergency crane operator (ECO) will
receive a logbook upon completion of their
initial two-day onshore training, this includes
familiarisations and practical tasks which must
be completed at the worksite under direct
supervision of a competent stage 3 resident
crane operator.
Offshore continuous development will be
carried out on the candidate’s installation
following the onshore training and then on a
three-monthly rolling cycle or on every third
rotational work cycle (depending on rota).
The resident crane operator will provide crane
familiarisation in accordance with the checklist
provided in the logbook, and directly observe
and supervise the ECO carrying out lifts
specified for this role (lifts carried out under
permit are dependent on company specific
standing instructions).

Offshore continuous development is
subject to the individual company business
or operations manager engaging with
resident crane operators to ensure they take
responsibility and undertake a briefing session
to understand the requirements involved (this
can be completed by phone or by attending
Sparrows training centre).
Logbook approval and
re-assessment
On completion of the logbook, the
entire document along with the relevant
familiarisation forms should be signed
to confirm approval in the ECO role. The
completed documents must be provided for
verification one week prior to a two-yearly
re-assessment conducted at the Sparrows
training centre.
Re-assessment will be carried out over one
day, failure to provide the full logbook and
recordable evidence from the two-year period
will result in the individual resitting the twoday onshore training period.
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Developing
competence and
reducing risk
Having worked in the offshore industry
since 1975, Sparrows Group has unrivalled
experience in offshore lifting operations,
competence assessment and training.
Our goal is to help build a strong safety
culture in the workforce, reducing the
frequency and severity of incidents which
could cause harm to people or property.
We are the only company in the world to
offer onshore coaching in a real offshore
pedestal crane and a crane simulator.
Delivered by our experts who are all staff
and have hands-on experience in their fields,
our programmes ensure students reach
Sparrows Group’s industry-leading standards.
Training programmes are accredited to
ISO:9001, OPITO and BFPA in the UK and
API RP2D in the US.
As well as offering a number of standard
courses, unlike many other training
providers, we offer bespoke training
solutions that meet our clients exact
objectives. We can deliver our training at
your location, both offshore and onshore.

